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Abstract: Over the past three decades, China has seen aerosol levels substantially surpass the global
average, significantly impacting regional climate. This study investigates the long-term and seasonal
variations of aerosols in the Huai River Basin (HRB) using MODIS, CALIOP observations from 2007 to
2021, and ground-based measurements. A notable finding is a significant decline in the annual mean
Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) across the HRB, with MODIS showing a decrease of approximately
0.023 to 0.027 per year, while CALIOP, which misses thin aerosol layers, recorded a decrease of about
0.016 per year. This downward trend is corroborated by improvements in air quality, as evidenced by
PM2.5 measurements and visibility-based aerosol extinction coefficients. Aerosol decreases occurred
at all heights, but for aerosols below 800 m, with an annual AOD decrease of 0.011. The study also
quantifies the long-term trends of five major aerosol types, identifying Polluted Dust (PD) as the
predominant frequency type (46%), which has significantly decreased, contributing to about 68%
of the total AOD reduction observed by CALIOP (0.011 per year). Despite this, Dust and Polluted
Continental (PC) aerosols persist, with PC showing no clear trend of decrease. Seasonal analysis
reveals aerosol peaks in summer, contrary to surface measurements, attributed to variations in the
Boundary Layer (BL) depth, affecting aerosol distribution and extinction. Furthermore, the study
explores the influence of seasonal wind patterns on aerosol type variation, noting that shifts in wind
direction contribute to the observed changes in aerosol types, particularly affecting Dust and PD
occurrences. The integration of satellite and ground measurements provides a comprehensive view
of regional aerosol properties, highlighting the effectiveness of China’s environmental policies in
aerosol reduction. Nonetheless, the persistence of high PD and PC levels underscores the need
for continued efforts to reduce both primary and secondary aerosol production to further enhance
regional air quality.

Keywords: MODIS; CALIPSO; AOD trend; aerosol seasonal change

1. Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols are a critical component of the Earth-atmosphere system, as
highlighted in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report [1]. These
microscopic particles are instrumental in regulating the Earth’s energy budget and influ-
encing climate dynamics by altering solar radiation, and, indirectly, by interacting with
cloud microphysical processes to affect cloud properties and their radiative impacts [2–5].
Increasing aerosol concentration in the atmosphere not only poses a risk to local health
but also has significant implications for global and regional climate patterns, affecting
atmospheric structure, monsoon circulation, and the hydrological cycle [6–9].

The optical characteristics of regional aerosols are shaped by a variety of factors,
including the local terrain, types of aerosols, aerosol column loading, and atmospheric
chemical and physical processes [10]. As a result, aerosol distributions exhibit pronounced
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spatial variations, highlighting the urgent need for analyzing long-term spatial and tem-
poral changes in aerosol optical properties to fully understand their impact on the Earth’s
climate system [11].

While ground-based remote sensing offers valuable insights into aerosol optical prop-
erties at local and regional scales, satellite-based observations are critical to offering a global
perspective. Passive satellite instruments, such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spec-
troradiometer (MODIS) and Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR), are pivotal in
providing detailed information on atmospheric aerosols and their physical and chemical
characteristics [12,13]. However, lacking the vertical distribution of aerosols from these
passive sensors introduces significant uncertainties in assessing aerosol direct radiative
forcing. Lidar measurements, including ground-based, airborne, and space-based sys-
tems, provided essential information on aerosol vertical distributions. Since the launch of
Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) in 2006, the
Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) provided long-term global
aerosol vertical distributions [14–18]. With advancements in CALIOP retrieval techniques,
CALIOP-derived Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) measurements have shown consistency
with MODIS observations and agree well with ground-based Lidar measurements [19].
Moreover, CALIOP provides reliable information on aerosol-type distributions, enhancing
our understanding of aerosol sources, supporting detailed process studies, and studying
long-term aerosol variations [20]. Thus, the synergy between active and passive satellite
measurements from ground and space allows for a comprehensive characterization of
aerosol horizontal and vertical distributions.

In the past two decades, the high aerosol loadings in China have garnered considerable
attention [21,22]. Accurately characterizing these aerosols is vital not only for understand-
ing their regional impacts but also for predicting future changes in aerosol concentrations.
Although MODIS and CALIOP measurements have been extensively used for aerosol
studies in China, efforts to combine these datasets for regional aerosol variation studies
have been limited. In this work, we leverage both MODIS and CALIOP observations and
complement them with ground-based measurements to examine long-term and seasonal
aerosol variations in the Huai River Basin (HRB), centered around Shou County, China.
Located between the Yangtze and Yellow River basins, the HRB represents the diverse cli-
matic conditions of eastern China and provides an ideal setting for studying Dust, biomass
burning, anthropogenic pollution, and mixed-type aerosols.

Utilizing satellite data, including AOD and extinction coefficient profiles for various
aerosol subtypes, seasonal and long-term aerosol variations across the HRB are documented
in this study. Long-term near-surface aerosol changes are explored with PM2.5 levels and
visibility; additionally, we explore the origins of different aerosol types based on surface
wind patterns. The methodology and study area are introduced in Section 2, followed by
an analysis of 15-year MODIS and CALIOP data to quantify seasonal and annual aerosol
variations, including long-term trends, in Section 3. The major conclusions are summarized
in Section 4.

2. Data and Methodology
2.1. The Study Region

The Huai River originates from Tongbai Mountain in eastern Henan Province, China,
and extends through the provinces of Henan, Hubei, Anhui, and Jiangsu, traversing from
west to east. Positioned strategically between the Yellow and Yangtze River Basins, the
HRB spans a geographical expanse from 111.55◦E to 121.25◦E and from 30.55◦N to 36.36◦N,
covering a vast drainage area of over 270,000 km2 [23,24]. Acting as a natural demarcation
between southern and northern China, the HRB is situated within a continental monsoon
climate zone. Other than local aerosol sources, long-range transported aerosols contribute to
regional aerosol variations. Thus, the region is ideal for studying various types of aerosols.
The Shou County observatory site was established as one of the China climate monitoring
sites with in situ and remote sensing equipment for aerosol observations. The Shou County
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site was also the primary site for the DOE/ARM mobile facility (AMF) deployment in
2008 [25].

This study focuses on analyzing the optical properties of various aerosol types within a
3◦ by 3◦ latitude and longitude region over the HRB in Anhui Province (115.5◦E to 118.5◦E,
30.8◦N to 33.8◦N), as indicated by the red box in Figure 1a, utilizing a 15-year dataset
(2007–2021) from the MODIS and CALIOP measurements. The Shou County site (116.37◦E,
32.27◦N), marked with an orange star, is equipped with ground-based lidar and other
instruments [26]. We validate the effectiveness of CALIOP by using ground-based lidar, as
shown in Figure 2. The CALIOP 16-day repeating tracks from January 2007 to August 2018,
corresponding to the satellite’s operation within the A-Train configuration, and presented
in Figure 1b. From September 2018 to December 2021, during the C-Train configuration
period, CALIOP ground tracks drifted over to cover the whole region, as illustrated in
Figure 1c.
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Figure 1. (a) The red box highlights the HRB selected in this study with data from the MODIS. The
orange star denotes the location of the Shou County ground-based observation station (orange star),
serving as a pivotal point for collecting localized atmospheric measurements to complement the
satellite-derived aerosol data. (b) The CALIPSO repeating tracks during the A-train configuration
period from January 2007 to August 2018. (c) The CALIPSO moving ground-track coverage during
the C-train configuration period from September 2018 to February 2021.

2.2. CALIPSO Instrument and Data

The CALIPSO satellite, a collaborative endeavor between NASA (National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration) and the French Space Agency (CNES—Centre National
d’Études Spatiales), was launched on 28 April 2006 [27]. Operating in a formation with the
CloudSat satellite, carrying a cloud profiling radar, was the essential part of the interna-
tional “A-Train” constellation for simultaneous active and passive Earth observations until
13 September 2018. Subsequently, CALIPSO underwent a planned orbital adjustment, de-
scending from an altitude of 705 km to 688 km above the Earth’s surface to rejoin CloudSat
in the newly formed “C-Train” configuration.
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Figure 2. (a) Ground-based range-corrected lidar signals at the Shou County site (116.37◦E, 32.27◦N)
from 10 February 2017, 4:00 to 11 February 2017, 4:00 (UTC), with two vertical red lines indicating the
period half an hour before and after the CALIOP overpass. (b) CALIOP total attenuated backscatter
(TAB) at 532 nm on 10 February 2017, around 18:02:57 (UTC), with two vertical red lines marking
the specific latitude range of interest from 30.8◦N to 33.8◦N. (c) Comparison of the extinction co-
efficient between ground-based lidar and CALIOP during the overpass. (d) CALIOP aerosol type
identifications with two vertical red lines marking the specific latitude range of interest from 30.8◦N
to 33.8◦N.

CALIPSO is equipped with a suite of three instruments: CALIOP, the Imaging Infrared
Radiometer (IIR), and a Wide Field Camera (WFC). CALIOP, the cornerstone instrument for
aerosol profiling, delivers attenuated backscatter profiles at two wavelengths, 532 nm and
1064 nm, facilitating measurements during both day and night. It also provides valuable
data on depolarization ratios and color ratios, critical for distinguishing aerosol and cloud
types [28,29]. Although CALIOP’s horizontal coverage is constrained by its narrow field
of view, it compensates with continuous spatial and temporal measurements. Its vertical
resolution, ranging from 30 to 60 m, allows for precise profiling of atmospheric layers.

CALIOP Level 2 products provide aerosol properties and their vertical distributions,
which are well validated. The aerosol and cloud discrimination is provided by a Vertical
Feature Mask and Atmospheric Volume Description (AVD) flags [29]. Aerosols are classified
into seven subtypes: Dust, marine, Dusty marine, clean continental (CC), biomass burning
(smoke), polluted Dust(PD), and polluted continental(PC) based on CALIOP measurements
and prior information [30]. Then, the extinction can be retrieved using lidar ratios; aerosol
type-dependent lidar ratios are used to improve aerosol extinction coefficient retrievals [31].
Prior investigations have validated CALIPSO Version-2 for different aerosol types through
comparisons with ground-based elastic and Raman lidars, as well as Aerosol Robotic
Network (AERONET) data. The classification exhibited optimal agreement for dust types
and moderate agreement for polluted continental aerosols [32–36].

For this research, we utilized the CALIOP Level 2 (version 4.10) aerosol profile prod-
ucts, covering the period from January 2007 to December 2021. This dataset includes both
daytime and nighttime observations. AOD was computed from the CALIOP 5-km aerosol
layer products, integrating the extinction profiles of all discernible aerosol layers within
the troposphere.
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To ensure the integrity of the data, the following two quality control measures were
applied to the CALIOP aerosol analysis:

1. Cloud-Free Conditions: Only observations collected under cloud-free conditions
were included to prevent cloud contamination. CALIOP provides Cloud–Aerosol
Discrimination (CAD) scores to differentiate between clouds and aerosols, with CAD
scores from −100 to +100, where a more negative score denotes higher confidence in
aerosol classification. Only data with CAD scores ≤ −20 were considered [37].

2. Extinction Quality Control (QC): Extinction retrievals with Extinction QC 532 = 0,
indicating a successful extinction solution via the default lidar ratio, and Extinction
QC = 1, denoting a constrained method leveraging two-way transmittance, are used
for the statistics. Additionally, seasonal vertical profiles of extinction coefficients and
aerosol subtypes were analyzed using Level 2 aerosol profile products (version 4.10).
In the aerosol occurrence frequencies, one layer of aerosol represents one occurrence.

2.3. MODIS Aerosol Measurements

MODIS measurements are available on NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites. Atmosphere
Level-2 (L2) products provide AOD retrievals at a spatial resolution of approximately 10 km.
The most recent Collection 6 update for both Terra and Aqua satellites integrates advanced
algorithms, namely Dark Target (DT) and Deep Blue (DB), for precise AOD retrieval [37].
In this paper, we exclusively utilize DT products.

The MODIS initial AOD retrieval is performed at a finer resolution of 1 km × 1 km for
clear sky pixels. These fine measurements are subsequently aggregated to a 10 km × 10 km
coarser scale, designated as the aerosol “retrieval product pixel”. This aggregation process
is herein referred to simply as “retrieval”. Accompanying each retrieval is a Quality
Assurance (QA) flag ranging from 3 to 1, which is assigned based on evaluations of the
1 km × 1 km pixel AOD within each 10 km × 10 km retrieval. A QA flag value of 3 indicates
the utmost confident retrievals, whereas QA values of 2 and 1 indicate decreasing levels of
certainty. These confidence levels are subject to influence by various factors, including the
potential for cloud contamination and the heterogeneity of the observed scene [38,39].

In the present analysis, we employed the latest MODIS Collection 6 data, focusing on
Terra AOD (MOD04_10K) and Aqua AOD (MYD04_10K) obtained at 550 nm and selected
with QA flag = 3. To assure the reliability of the aerosol data over our study area, we
applied the criterion “Land-Ocean-Quality-Flag” = 3, ensuring the selection of only the
most dependable observations.

2.4. Ground-Based Instruments and Data

To better understand the seasonal fluctuations in aerosol concentrations near the
Earth’s surface, our study integrates satellite-derived aerosol data with ground-based
measurements. In addition to PM2.5 concentrations measured at the Shou County site,
visibility (V) measurements at the same location are utilized to calculate aerosol extinc-
tion coefficients to represent the near-surface atmosphere. The calculation of extinction
coefficients is based on the Koschmeider formula, V = 3.92/k, where k (km−1) and V (km)
represent the extinction coefficient and visibility [40]. The synergy of ground-based single-
site measurements with large-area measurements assumes statistical homogeneity across
the area under investigation, an assumption critical to the interpretation of our findings.

2.5. A Measurement Example

An example of CALIOP measurements over the region on 10 February 2017 is pre-
sented in Figure 2. Ground-based elastic lidar measurements (Figure 2a) show dense
aerosol layers below 2 km with optically thin high cloud/aerosol layers. The CALIPSO
satellite overpassed the region around 18:02:57 UTC. CALIOP measurements within the
25◦N to 40◦N latitude band are presented in Figure 2b, with two vertical red lines iden-
tifying data within 50 km of the Shou County site. CALIOP measurements show a large
spatial variation in cloud height, but high clouds and low-density boundary layer aerosol
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layers near the site are consistent with ground-based measurements. Figure 2c compares
the average extinction coefficients between the ground lidar and CALIOP measurements;
the red lines are marked by CALIPSO. Although there are noticeable differences in aerosol
layer top distribution and the layer peak in the 6–9 km, the two lidar measurements agreed
well, especially considering spatial variations.

3. Results
3.1. Long-Term Regional Aerosol Variations

With the 15 years of MODIS and CALIOP observations, the long-term aerosol vari-
ations are presented in Figure 3a. Although there are significant differences in the three
AODs, the graduate decrease of AOD in the region is a robust feature. With China’s eco-
nomic development, it also experienced a high air pollution period [41]. In 2022, MODIS
mean AOD was still above 0.7 in the region, which is extremely high compared to the
global mean AOD. However, efforts were implemented to reduce air pollution, especially
after 2013, which led to a steady decrease in AODs. Trend analysis shows that the AOD
values decreased by 0.027, 0.023, and 0.016 per year, respectively, based on MODIS Terra,
Aqua, and CALIOP measurements. Ground-based visibility measurements are presented
to support the observed long-term AOD declining trend. From 2015–2021, near-surface
extinction coefficients decreased by 0.03/km per year. From 2015 to 2018, annual mean
PM2.5 concentrations decreased by 12.9 µg/m3 per year at the site, consistent with the
optical measurements discussed above.
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The AOD differences among the three measurements are consistent with other stud-
ies [18]. Although it is small, MODIS AOD from Terra and Aqua satellites are slightly
different. One factor could be the diurnal variation of boundary layer (BL) relative humidity,
which is higher during the Terra overpass in the morning than the Aqua overpass as a result
of the growth of BL depth. CALIOP’s detection limits are highly dependent on background
noise. Thus, CALIOP often misses optically thin aerosol layers in the free troposphere,
leading to lower AOD biases [42]. By comparing CALIPSO with ground-based Raman
lidars from the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) program, Thorsen et al. [43]
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showed that CALIOP does not detect all relatively significant aerosols, tending to miss
optically thin aerosol layers. However, CALIOP-based AOD is consistent with MODIS
AOD when aerosols are concentrated in the BL [44].

Although CALIOP has a lower bias, it still offers a robust long-term trend. Thus,
we further explore long-term changes in different types of aerosols in the region with the
CALIOP measurements presented in Figure 3a. As expected, there is a large range of AOD
variations among the five aerosol types, from below 0.02 for CC to the annual mean of
0.43 for PC, which remains almost consistent throughout the period. PD aerosols show
a significant declining trend in the region, with an annual decrease of 0.011. Smoke and
Dust aerosols have large internal annual variations as they can be impacted by a few dust
storms and fire events. Local smoke AODs peaked in 2016, mainly due to 31 smoke profiles
detected on 12 September 2016, with an average optical depth of 0.57. The higher Dust
AOD values observed in 2009, 2010, and 2013 are associated with a few strong dust storms
passing the region, particularly noticeable on 18 October and 27 December 2009, 17 March
2010, and 3 March, 27–28 April, and 11–14 November 2013, with dust AOD greater than
1. PD is the dominant frequency aerosol type in the region (46%, see Figure 3b), followed
by Dust (23.0%) and PC (20.4%) aerosols. Thus, PD decreases derived from overall AOD
changes in the region.

With CALIOP’s vertical resolving capability, Figure 4 shows the contributions and
long-term changes of different atmospheric layers on the total AOD, with red for 0–200 m,
green for 200–500 m, blue for 500–800 m, gray for 800–1200 m, purple for 1200–2000 m,
and yellow for above 2000 m. These altitudes indicate heights measured above sea level.
Aerosols in the lower 500 m contribute to about ~50% of total AOD. Thus, the surface
measurements showed similar decreasing slopes as the AODs in Figure 3a. Figure 4 shows
that aerosol loading decreases occurred at different height ranges. To show AOD trends at
different altitude layers better, contributions below 800 m and above 800 m are presented
in Figure 4. From 2007 to 2021, the AOD below 800 m decreased at ~0.011 per year, which
is more than the decrease rate for the aerosol above 800 m (at ~0.005 per year).
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Figure 4. The contributions of different layers to annual mean AODs during 2007–2021 in HRB as
observed by CALIOP. The integrated AOD for heights below and above 800 m are shown as red and
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Aerosol changes vertically for the five aerosol types are presented in Figure 5 by
comparing average extinction coefficients at 532 nm and occurrence frequencies between
two periods: 2007–2014 and 2015–2021. Extinction coefficients of Dust, PD, and PC peak
around the surface. In contrast, the peak extinction coefficient of Smoke aerosols are located
at 2.4 km, indicating the long-range transport nature of smoke aerosols. Above 5 km,
CALIOP-detected aerosols are mainly Dust and PD, which are often lifted into the upper
troposphere through terrain and mesoscale dynamics lifting and transported widely over
the northern hemisphere [45]. Comparing the two periods, the extinction coefficients of
PD and Dust significantly decreased, PC’s extinction coefficient remained stable within the
0–2 km range, smoke’s extinction coefficient increased below 2 km and decreased above
2 km, and the extinction coefficient of CC aerosols remained essentially unchanged. The
significant changes in PD’s extinction coefficient occur below 2 km, indicating a reduction
in pollution levels within the near-surface layer.
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Figure 5b shows the occurrence frequencies of different aerosol types. PC aerosols
mainly appear within the 0–3 km altitude range, showing a slightly increased occurrence
frequency. Dust aerosols have a two-mode vertical distribution with local peaks below
and above 3 km, with an overall decrease in occurrence frequency. Smoke aerosols mainly
appear between 0–5 km in altitude, with a relatively stable occurrence frequency at 0–2 km.
However, the occurrence frequency above 2 km to 5 km decreases, indicating less long-
range transported smoke impacting the region. Meanwhile, the occurrence frequency of
PD decreases from 1–5 km and increases from 6–10 km, reflecting the complex and variable
nature of aerosols in the HRB due to PD being a mixture of aerosols.

3.2. Seasonal Aerosol Variations

Monthly mean aerosol properties in the region are presented in Figure 6 to illustrate
the annual cycle of aerosols. MODIS AODs peak in June and reach their lowest point in
December. However, CALIOP AODs show a weaker seasonal dependence than MODIS
AODs due to significant AOD differences between March and June. The differences are
attributed to uncertainties in both measurements. As pointed out earlier, CALIOP could
miss some optically thin aerosol layers due to underestimated AODs, which could be larger
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in the summertime due to the high solar background. Luo et al. [42] showed that CALIOP
L2 retrieval could fail to detect up to 20% of Dust layers in the region during March,
April, and May. Under high aerosol loading conditions, CALIOP could underestimate
near-surface aerosols due to strong attenuation and background noise. On the other hand,
MODIS AODs are biased higher when AOD is above 0.4 in the region as compared with
ground-based sunphotometer measurements, especially in June during the local harvesting
season with a fasting change surface property. Thus, the true AOD cycle in the region is
between MODIS and CALIOP measurements.
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Surface aerosol loading based on extinction coefficients and PM2.5 have a different
annual cycle than the AOD, with lower values in the summer months. In the summer,
the convective BL heights are significantly higher than the winter BL depths, which allow
aerosols to mix in a deep layer and lead to lower BL aerosol extinction in the summer than
in the winter. Other than overall BL depth differences, near-surface inversion layers in
wintertime could cap locally generated aerosols, leading to higher near-surface aerosol
extinction coefficients and lower visibility. Previous studies by Zheng [10] and Cheng [46]
have shown a good correlation between extinction coefficient and near-surface layer AOD
with PM2.5 concentrations. The annual cycles of surface aerosol extinction coefficients and
PM2.5 concentrations in Figure 6 support the positive correlation between the two variables.

To provide a vertically resolved aerosol annual cycle, Figure 7 shows the contributions
of different layers to the total AOD based on CALIOP measurements, The altitudes of the
different layers represent heights above sea level. Figure 7 shows that the contributions of
low 200 m have low values in summer, which is consistent with the near-surface extinction
coefficients given in Figure 6. Notably, aerosols at heights below 200 m could be missed
due to surface contamination [47], but this does not alter the AOD key in the region with
flat terrain. The different seasonal trends for above and below 800 m layers are clear, with
the below 800 m layer reaching the lowest in May and the above 800 m layer reaching the
highest in April. The different seasonal trends are consistent with the BL depth seasonal
variations, with more aerosols transported above 800 m in late spring and summer due to
deeper BL and stronger vertical mixing [10,48,49]. The formation of secondary aerosols
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is more rapid in summer due to stronger radiation and higher temperatures, with much
of the secondary aerosols produced in the upper levels [50,51]. Additionally, the seasonal
variations of AOD at different vertical levels may also be influenced by changes in the
amount of water vapor, affecting hygroscopic growth [10]. Furthermore, the strong seasonal,
long-range aerosol transports in spring in the study region, especially Dust aerosols (see
Table 1 and Figure 8), also contribute to the higher AOD contribution for the above 800 m
layer [45].
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Table 1. The seasonal occurrences of five different aerosol types in the region.

Season\Aerosol Type CC Smoke DD PD PC

Spring (MAM) 2.8% 2.8% 39.0% 45.8% 9.7%

Summer (JJA) 6.5% 17.7% 9.8% 35.5% 33.5%

Autumn (SON) 5.6% 6.7% 15.8% 46.9% 23.9%

Winter (DJF) 3.3% 6.0% 26.3% 49.9% 14.5%

The seasonal variations of aerosol types and their vertical distributions in the region
are summarized in Table 1 and Figure 8. In the region, the highest occurrence rate of dust is
observed in the spring, consistent with the dust aerosol occurrence pattern in China [52].
Dust can reach up to 10 km altitude all season, with the highest occurrence in MAM
followed by DJF. Mid-level and low-level dust mainly come from dust sources in northern
and north-west China, and it is consistent with more frequent surface wind from the west,
north-west, and north during MAM and DJF in Figure 9. Upper tropospheric dust in the
region could also be from African dust sources [53].
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PD is the dominant aerosol type in the region, with high occurrences all season.
Vertically, PD is mainly distributed in the lower BL. The peak near-surface extinction
coefficient of PD exceeds 0.35 km−1 in autumn and winter. The region is surrounded by
heavy PD, especially in the east and northeast. Other than in dust sources, PD also comes
from construction and farming in the region or long-range transported dust mixed with
local air pollution. JJA has a slightly lower PD occurrence due to the growing and rainy
season in the region and enhanced southeast wind.

PC aerosols contribute to the most polluted events in the region. The mean peak
extinction coefficient is slightly below 0.7 km−1 in autumn and exceeds 0.7 km−1 in winter.
Active secondary aerosol productions associated with high temperatures and solar radiation
could be the main reason for summer peak PC aerosol occurrence. During the summer, the
region is well-covered with vegetation, leading to fewer regional dust sources. Thus, more
PC and less PD aerosols are detected in the summer.

Smoke aerosols in the region are mainly elevated in both extinction and occurrence
distributions, peaking at ~2–3 km. While the peak extinction coefficients vary little among
seasons, summer has the highest smoke occurrence. This is primarily attributed to the high
temperatures and abundant vegetation in the southern regions, which are conducive to
natural burning. In Figure 9b, the seasonal enhanced southern wind transports smoke long-
range to the region. Additionally, there are local smoke sources associated with regional
agricultural practices, such as straw burning.

CC aerosols maintain very low extinction coefficients throughout the year, indicating
that the CC aerosol type has a minimal impact on the overall optical depth in the region.
However, the occurrence rates of CC aerosols in summer and autumn are higher than in
spring and winter.

4. Discussions

There is a significant decline in the annual mean AODs of MODIS and CALIOP in the
HRB region from 2007 to 2021. MODIS AODs decreased from ~0.023 to ~0.027 per year.
Due to CALIOP missing some optically thin aerosol layers during the daytime, CALIOP
reported lower AODs than MODIS and had ~0.016 per year. Satellite-detected AOD
decreases are consistent with the near-surface changes of aerosol extinction coefficients
based on visibility measurements and air quality improvements indicated with PM2.5
measurements. Aerosol decreases occurred at all heights but were mainly contributed by
aerosols below 800 m, with an annual AOD decrease of 0.011.

Regional aerosol annual cycles were characterized with MODIS and CALIPSO mea-
surements, surface extinction coefficients, and PM2.5 measurements. While AOD measure-
ments showed local aerosol peaked in summer when surface measurements showed lower
values. These different seasonal trends mainly result from the seasonal variations of BL
depth, which peaks in summer and allows aerosols distributed in a deeper layer in summer
to have a lower extinction in lower BL. The seasonal contributions of different vertical
layers derived from CALIOP confirm this seasonal vertical shifting of aerosol distributions.

This study demonstrated that the synergy of active (CALIOP) and passive (MODIS)
satellite measurements and ground measurements offers a comprehensive view of regional
aerosol properties and their distributions. Other than AOD or extinction coefficient mea-
surements, aerosol size information could be used to further improve regional aerosol
characterization. These measurements together offer not only improved value for model
valuation and improvements but also important guidance for regional air quality improve-
ments. These data confirmed regional air quality improvements. The significant reduction
in PD highlights China’s environmental policies in reducing particulate matter in the at-
mosphere associated with primary aerosol production. However, the overall PD and PC
levels are still very high in the region. Further improvements in regional air quality require
efforts to reduce both primary and secondary aerosol productions over an extended region.
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5. Conclusions

During the last 30 years, aerosol loadings in China have been significantly higher than
the global mean, which has pronounced regional climate impact. Thus, understanding
these aerosol changes is critical. Here long-term and seasonal aerosol variations in the HRB
are studied with MODIS column integrated and CALIOP vertically resolved observations
from 2007 to 2021 together with ground-based measurements. The major results are:

Long-term trends of five major aerosol types in the region are quantified with CALIOP
measurements. PD is the dominant frequencies aerosol type (46.0% mean occurrence) in
the region and decreased significantly during the periods (0.011 per year AOD decrease or
~68% CALIOP total AOD decrease). The extinction coefficient of PD aerosols showed that
the decreases mainly occurred within 0–2 km. Dust is the second abundant aerosols in the
region decrease slightly over the time. PC is the third abundant aerosols in the region but
with the highest AOD with no clear decrease trend.

Seasonal aerosol type variations are explored together with surface wind climatology.
Although the regional surface wind is mainly from east and southeast, seasonal varying
wind directions driving the observed seasonal aerosol type variations as the HRB region is
surrounded by varying aerosol sources. Seasonal higher wind from north and north-west
in spring and winter leads higher dust occurrence in the region. PD is the dominated
frequencies aerosol type in the region with a slightly lower PD occurrence in JJA due to the
growing and rainy season in the region and enhanced south-east wind. PC aerosols peaked
in summer months but with highest mean peak extinction coefficient exceeds 0.7 km−1

in winter.
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